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ABSTRACT
This study was designed to provide the teacher

trainers at State University College, Fredonia New York with
information to identify the actual criteria upon which student
teachers were being evaluated and to provide a basis.lor altering the
evaluation process so that it would measure more validly the degree
to which'ohjectives of the field experience program were attained. A
random-sampling of Student Teaching Evaluation Forms of elementary
education graduates was analyzed in terms of their relationship to
marks, recommendations, and job success. Pearson's Product Moment
Correlation was used to indicate the strength of association between
the evaluative criteria of instructional traitsl.human relationships,
classroom management, and personal traits- to the variables of grades,
recommendations, and job success. Results showed that the Student
Teaching Evaluation Forms had little external or internal validity.
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FOREWORD.

This study, Teacher Performance: Do We Know That he

Are Evaluating ?, was conducted primarily to provide feedback

to SUC, Fredonia professional staff and cooperating schools

concerning procedures for evaluating student teachers. The

findings contained in this document may prove useful to

those who wish to consider changes in the current student

teacher evaluation process.

The study was conducted by the Teacher Education Research

Center and the Office of Field Experiences, Department of

Education at SUC, Fredonia. The study is another inquiry

into the problems and practices of induction of beginning

teachers.

The authors wish to express their sincere thanks to

members of the Teacher Education Research Center staff, Office

of Field Experiences staff, and the staff of the Placement

Office, SUC, Fredonia, for their cooperation and support in

data collection. Special thanks is due Marian Anderson for

assistance in the preparation of this manuscript.

Kenneth C. Nelson, Director
Teacher Education Research Center
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Introducci

Chi of the most promising and profound innovative developments

in educutiop in the seventies is the movement toward performance

based, teacher education. It promiseS to revolutionize teacher

education by replacing traditional training programs with specified

perf ace standards which will be open to anyone, regardless of

background, who can meet the established performance crit

Innovations of this magnitude usually generate many problems

and unanswered questions. Salient among the obstacles to be over-

come is the problem of establishing valid criteria for evaluating

teacher performance and the measurement of those criteria. It has

been asserted that:

Pupil learning is the appropriate criterion
for assessing the effectiveness of teacher trainers
and training programs; but until relationships
between teacher behavior and pupil learning can be
more firmly established through research and improved
measurement, julgments will have to be made on a
priori grounds.

Presently, it is assumes- that desirable teacher behaviors,

e. g., skill in questioning, facilitate FuT 1 learning. But, to

what extent are teachers being evaluated on the performance of

such competencies? Once this basis has been established, plans

can be developed for moving toward a program of teacher education

which emphasizes performance criteria as prime indicators o7

teaching competence.

1

Stanley Elam, "Performance-based,Teacher Education," AACTE
Bulletin, American Association of Colleges for Teadher Education,

Vol. XXIV, Number 9, (Washington, D C. 20036, December,,1971),

p. O.



Purpose of the tudy

This study was designed to provide the teacher trainers

tit SUC, Fredonia, New York, with information which wi.11 : (_11

help them more clearly identify the actual criteria upon which

student teachers are presently being evaluated; and (2) pvovide

a basis for altering the evaluation process so that it may

measure more validly the degree to which objectives of the

field experiences program are attained. This study 'is intended

to provide some base-line data which may support the movement

toward a performance-based teacher training program.

Problem

Theoretically, student teaching evaluations should func-tia

to determine the degree to which neophyte teachers are capable

of assuming classroom responsibilities in schools. However,

some beginning teachers secure jobs in schools and function

"successfully" regardless of their student teaching marks and /o

recommendations of college supervisors and cooperating teachers.

Some successf01 beginning teacher- stated that they had never

had "student teaching."2

Possibly the evaluations of student teachers do not tray

reflect the degree to which they are callable of assn class-

room responsibilities. Furthermore, it is possible that student

2-
-John B. Bouchard and Ronald E. Hull, Problems and Practices

in the Induction of Be innin- Teachers, Teacher Education Research
Center Rifbi-i(SUC, Fre onia, New YOFV, 1970).



teachers are evaluated on criteria other than those which appear

on the standard Student Teaching Evaluation Forms. Or, their

evaluations may be disproportionately weighted on some criteria-

while others of equal importance are practically overlooked.

Tn this study, student teachers' evaluation data were analvxd

in terms of their relationship to marks, recommendations and Job

success. The general objectives were:

1. To study the relationship of the criteria used in
evaluating student teachers to success, defined as
(a) student teaching grades, (b) recommendations
by the superVisor, and (c) getting teaChing

position subsequent to graduation.

To provide a data based upon which an improv
student teacher evaluation procedure may he

dcveloped.

To provide feedback to Junior Professional Sequence

staff Office of Field EKperience staff, Co-
operating schools, Placement staff and pre-service
education students concerning induction expectations.

ntothodolog

Sixty and seventy evaluation forms were randomly sampled from

respective populations of 213 and 273 elementary education majors

who graduated in 1970 and 1971 at SUC, Fredonia, New York. The

evaluation data were taken from the tandard Student Teaching

(valuation Form (See Appendix A). Data on recommendations wore

obtained by examining written statements (See Appendix C) which

were classified into four categories: (1) highly Recommended;

(2) Recommended, (3) Recommended with Reservation and (4) Not

Recommended. The terminology used by the supervisors in their
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written statements were such that the statements clearly fell into

each of the four categories. Independent analysis by the two

raters rr:Nilted in perfect inter-rater reliability. Grades were

obtained from the records of the (.)ffice of I field Exp riences; data

on job suCc-

Fredonia.

vere obtained from the. Placement Office, SOC

Pearson's Product Moment -.orreit ion'4 used to indicate

the strength of association between evaluative criteria and variables

such as: grades, recommendations and job success.

Definitions Variable-

Success

A. Job Success. Job success was determined by whether car not

student teachers were hires in teaching positions the

fall following. graduation.

B. Grades. Grades '4igned teachers on the basis

of A, or C. In a few cases, pn s-fail marks were

selected by the student teachers.

*To avoid the problem of attenuation of the correlation coefficient
contingency Table '7".was prepared. When restriction of range is
severe, as it is when the only grades usnd are "A" rind "11",
attenuation of the Pearson's Product .Nbmont_Correjntion coefficient
is a factor to he c3TiTJ67-671-7-rf the IfTlitidrange were used,
the correlation coefficients might he higher. Since the full range
is not used in actual practice, there seems little value in pursuing
an alternate course that never occurs. The fact is that grades are
poor predictors of ether' criteria of success. There is little value
in pursuing probable causes of the low predictive validity that will
not be changed such as low interater reliability. Correction co-
efficients will be reported in the interest of parsimony.



fle mien& ions. Recommenck on the

basis of I l i gh 1 Recommended, Recommended, 'Recommet ed-

with Reservation, or Not Recommended.

Placement

Placement was determined by whether or not the student.

chers obtained a job in the district where they did their

student teaching,

a roach

Approach is defined as the Building Approach or an

approach where udent teachers were assigned to one co-

operating teacher for each 1/2 semester of their field

ences.

Criteria

Definitions of the evaluative critern are listed on

the evaluation Appendix -A) .

cllESTION ONE: What ca ter.a were judged to he most and least

adequate by cooperating teache

Findings

Examination of Table 1 shows that Fredonia students wer

generally graded higher with regard to personal traits than

they were on instructional traits. In addition, analysis of

written statements indicated that supervisors were more con-

cerned with personal traits than instructional traits.

Discussion

If personality is what is being looked at most closely,

then what the students are really doing very well is adjusting



to their s,ituati on. Rating on the basis of personalpersonality can

be expected to continue if the rah tor's own weighting

system for the criteria is used. What seems to he an

mediate task is to specify exactly what SIIC, Fredonia,

views as important to evaluate.

At SVC, Fredonia, Elementary Education majors take 18

hours of professional education courses prior to student teach-

ing. It is assumed that passing these courses provides the

students with the necessary instructional background for them

to b able to successfully practice teach in an actual claSsroom.

With the emphasis in professional education courses on in-

sti ctional traits, must he asked why the expected instruc-

tional proficiencies were not thieved. Tree reasons are

offered: (a) personal traits may be viewed as immediately

important by the evaluating teacher, instructional traits

may be expected to develop with time, (b) instructional traits

re not transferred to the practicing situation, and/or (c) co-

operating teachers may feel less confident. in commenting

critically on instructional traits than personal traits.

QUESTION TWO: Do the criteria predict success ("success" was
defined in tents of grades, recommendations, and
finding a job)?

Findings

A. Grades. Table shows that the criteria did predict final

grades in student Leaching. The cnir Telalion coefficient

for the criteria is appreciable but none.are high enough

to account for more than one-fourth of the variance.
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B. Recommend ations. Table 3 shows that the criteria did

predict the recommendation from the _liege supervisor.

The correlation coefficient For each criteria is

appreciable but none are high enough-to account for

more than one-fourth of the var ance.

C. Job Success. le 4 shows that the criteria were not

associated with the student finding a job.

Di ussion

The first measure of success was grade. The.final

grade was submitted by the supervisor. Its determination

was usually a result of the cooperating teacher's day-to-

day observation n of the student as it appears on the

evaluation sheet. Because of the nature of student teaching,

there has developed an unwritten guideline that if the

student shows any promise a t he should receive

either an "A" or "B" as is final grade "unless "Pass-Fail"

is selected by the student.

The findings suggested thm- t, _ ghting of the in-

dividual criterion is again factor to he considered. The

highest degrees of association tend t be between criteria

concerned with the cooperating teacher's view of the student

teacher's impersonal relationship to work with objects in

the room, Ors seen in the ratings of physical environment



and ative. Lower associations between grade and

the individual criteria of professionalism, self

evaluation, and cormmnicatiou, are indicators of a

student's ability to work with people and also to evaluate

her own performance. It is concluded that grading tends

to be more highly associated with willingness to work at

classroom tasks rather than with working with professional

staff and children.

The second measure of success was a written,
alEL'L-

visory recommendation of the student teacher. The

recommendation was submitted to the Placement Office by

the supervisor and was included in the student's placement

folder. The outline of the letter of recommendation

asked for estimates of the student teacher's ability in

planning, presentation of lessons, personal qualities, and

potential as a teacher.

The cooperating teacher and the sunervisor may have been

looking at different things as being most important in student

teaching success. The supervisor seemed constrained to talk

about the student's potential while the cooperating teacher's

comments were-directed to the immediate actions of the

student teacher. The cooperating teacher was asked to grade

the student on his actual performance and the supervisor was

asked to extrapolate the '?ctual performance to probable per-

formance in- other situations. It seems that the supervisors



realized that student teaching is less a matter of demon-

strating instructional skill and more matter of a personal.

adjustment to the specific situation.

QUESTION THREE: What is the relationship between the criteria
and placement (obtaining a job-Within the
school.system in which the student practice
taught)?

PPindiaas

Table S shows that there was no t,elrelationship between cri t ia

and obtaining a job within the school system in which the student

practice taught (Placement).

Discussion

Undoubtedly most cogent finding was that none cif the

criteria account for much of the iance. The only criteria

with some specific association was groomiag and attire which

accounts for only four percent of the variance.

With these r sults, a cla.testi on may be asked: if the

evaluative criteria are not associated th pldeement, what

c. are? ter, stated otherwise by what-criteria

student teachers hired?

QUESTION POUR' is theac zany relationship between grades and
recammmations and obtaining teaching jobs?

finLavi

Table indicates that neither grades nor recommendations

by supervisors were related to obtaining jobs.



Discussion

These data indicate that college supervisors were

spending much time and energy on an enterprise which had

little payoff in helping students obtain jobs. Possibly

recommendations by cooperating teachers are seen as more

important by hiring officials.

It is also apparent that the tremendous anxieties of

students and faculty over grades has nothing to do with

obtaining a job. The pass-fail option does seem to be a

step in the right direction since irrelevant data just co, li-

cate an already confused picture of what are the important

criteria for hiring a teacher.-

QUESTION F Is the particular approach (traditional, building,
or team-teaching) in which the student teacher
practiced related to grades, jobs and supervisor
recommendations?

Findipv

Table 6 shows that the choicet= student teaching approach

has little relationship to any of the criteria of "success" as

a student teacher.

Discussion

There has been considerable discussion among faculty that

the approach under which a student teacher practice teaches

may determine his success as a student teacher. Some staff

members that those students trained in "the new ideas"

may be more successful in gaining employment.



Possibly the finding that grades and recommendations a

relatively unrelated to approach has something to do with

supervisory patterns at SUC, Fredonia. If the supervisor

accepts the philosophy of the schbol in which he is supervis-

ing, then his grades and recommendations would be expected

to reflect the values of that system. Adjustment to the

philosophy by the student teachers may result in good grades

and recommendations.

One is again brought to the question of what are the

criteria that differentiates if these "traditional" criteria

do not?

Conclusions and Impiicationns

in .the beginning of the study the validity of-the Student

Teaching Evaluation Form was questioned.. This study provides

considerable evidence that the FIrm has little validity

either internally or externally.

Internally, none of the fifteen specific criteria has

power to differentiate between student teaching behaviors.

Even though there are performance standards for each ctiter on,

the findings indicated that the scale does not differentiate

among students.. An interpretation for this lack of differ-

entiation is that the criteria are labelled Poor, Average,

and Outstanding; thus, teachers sponsible for evaluating

students may be ignoring the stated performance standardS

and may be substituting their own interpretations for each

label.
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Personal traits of Fredonia student teachers are marked

higher than instructional traits. The expectation according

to professional education course summaries is that students

will acquire certain knowledge, and skills of teaching. There

is no explicit statement about personal adjustment to the

public school situations. The finding that traits not explicitly

taught are rated highest '(while those taught are rated lowest)

raises some fundamental questions.about (methods) teaching

strategies.

Externally, the scale has little relationship with. any of the

"success" criteria (grades, written recommendations and obtaining

a job) of student teaching. Knowing a person's rating on the

fifteen criteria has no relationship to predicting job placement.

Since there is no relationship, one concludes that some other

criteria are used to decide hiring of student teachers. The

vestigators do not know what they are, but since prospective

employers are not using these scaled criteria, student teachers

are being hired on the basis of other information. Clearly, too

much time and, effort is presently consumed in writing recommendations

and filling out evaluation forms.

The major implication of this study 1s that some scales er

methods which will differentiate between teadhing skills are needed.

If this is not accepted as a goal then SUC, Fredonia, will continue

to produce studeit teachers t hose greatest "teaching skill" is the

ability to "adapt" to different personalities that assessing



what the teacher or administrator wants and providing him with--

The choice is clear: continue the same p ttern with the same

questionable 'knowledge and procedures" (and assumptions

a new situation based upon observable teaching skills with agreed

upon, specified performance c riteria.

ft would appear that the SIC, Fredonia staff has a task to

determine what, teaching skills are of prime importance to teaching.

Only then can std 07egies be developed which will achieve the teach-

ing skills identified.
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APPENDIX A

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT FREDONIA, NEW YORK 14063

Evaluation of Student Teaching of

School
S u Name)

Grade Level

Dates: From

Attendance: Days Absent

19

-Coopera_ ng Teem er

to

Z7-ege supermor

19

TUDENT TEACHING PROFILE

tzctional Traits Objectives p. 2

Plannin p.

Communication p.

Teaching Practices P.

Carrying On Discussions

Evaluation - p. 3

Human Relationships - With--Pupils - p

Classroom Management Physical Environment -o.

2

Personal a ts

Emotional Environment.-- p. 4

- Initiative p. 4 --

Professionalisii p.

Grooming and Attire - p. 4

-Scholastic .Backgtound p. 4

Health and Vitality_.- p.- 4

Self-Evaluation Ability p. 4

Rating

DIRECTIONS: Mark the chart on the appropriate continuum line and -connect each mark with a

line to complete the-profile. Do this at. least twice during the experience using different..

colors of ink. You may makr-each-category in-the Evaluation..Form and-then transfer-itto.----
the chart or work directly with the-chart-if the standards under each heading are clearly

understood.
*.* * *.* * * UMMARY OF REMARKS * * * * *
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FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE

STATE UNIVERSITY COLL

of teach
ibjectives.

vague and
meaningful,

Poir

I. AT FRED:NIA, YO

IN TRAITS

Has stated objectives, but they are
too vague and general to be used to
evaldate pupil's learning. Not stated
in iertaVioral terms.

Avgrago

4063

Revised Evalwatiun Form

Mates meaningftil objectives In hehaviOt-
_ _erma with sufficient ctarlty and

specifity to give directtn tearn_t-tg

and evaluate pupil's learning

auto Landing

.e n.i. lesson pi nihg
vv. ea-ning Does not see
any planning. Lesson

,tfr.leent detail to he
to teaching. Lacks
long term planning

T. s .

F

.'?sass tesaon plans of a rasher me, n-

t,dl nature, usually using the teacher
manual 44 a guide. Generally the plans

t
nre4s.

.t)v related to pupilare no

the stated objectives.

ALr-444

e Luth long and jh:rt ;-

frequently 1nvolves.pdpi.
and takes into consideratn th.
objectives, the abilities of

the pupils, the nature o: *!ie.a.i,!e*

matter, and the_strengtht a. ; et...4.1WhJett

Of .the teacher. . Understands Lite rSi .

plan-fling in instruction, alit !aa the
confidence to deviate frhei
when conditions warrant_ Flans ,tre

complete, detailed, an4
for teaching.

Carrestri t ion

Cannot communicate effectively due to
one or more of the following: Sneaks
too softly, speaks too rapidly, operate

1 in a monotonous or otherwise un-
pleaaant manner, noes too mature a
vocabulary, or employs eentencee' which
ere unrelated and confusing. Lanka
'kill effective written communi-
cations. e.g., correct opening and
grammer. Canon': give meaningful
directions to children-.

Poor

Hirriarke

Voice is usually clear. pleasant. and
effective in tone quality. Gives di-
rectiona and explanations which
pupils can generally follow. Spelle
needed word correctly and uses proper
gvammaticel forms in written communi-
cations.

Voice itt always clear and pleaatu.. Very
effective in giving clear and 'nteremting
presentations. Skillful in written cm-
municatione.

A

Teaching PreetkeS

Activities allowed to dragl slow and
confusing transition from one activity
to another. Experience. lack logical
organization. ohm, almost no creati-
.ittor ingenuity. Fail to alloy
time and effort in working with indi-
viduals end small grope on specific
problem,. Fails to deviate from
planned le.son when neceesary.

Aemarke

Poor

Offers positive suggestions to learn-
re WU) have difficulties. Gives all

learner. an opportunity to participate
in group discussions and class project.
Trivet' children coUrtecullY. Prepamee
appropriate visual aids. Correct. all
eseignMents and discusses theMAtith
learners.

Average

Provides balance between paysical
and sedentary classroom activities.
Arranges a realietic time chedulo and
.adheree to it without being ihf:esible.
rrep4rop queition, in a diecuseion that
stimulate the learners' invn%t....- and
thinking.

Outstanding



Ciffing On Disco ions

s,imuinto pupils' thinking,
poorly constructed.

70St of the talking.
experien bass-

o.

Poor

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Questionereciu4rina recall of tarts Uses thought - provoking open-eui,d

and details Mainly used. Pupils fair- autationai Arouses and ticiis

ly responsive but answers to questions interest. Able to involve pspi.s ir

reveal- little critical thinking. the discussion without tieing it

leacher controls the direction of tae point.

discussion so it flows pupil-to-teacher,
teacher-to-pupil, never pupil-to-
ptpil. Teacher tries to consider ex-
perientioLl baciwound-of children.-

Aver 'OUtsCan..11

:n'dividuil differ
have

ty t-7, evaluate rendwet
no uSel

ng future learning ex-

pith 1 ils

Assesses abilities of learner aflI Makes continuous studies oft :eets of i n-

mastery cf their basis skills ,.=et Jivldual learners- Helps tr/

metnols of evaluation: rating diagnose their own lenrning- needs.

,
:heck list, observation. Fvaluated in terms C,f lservLI-

ris in terms consiStest with critv!r: ivea. Evaluate s Te'arnersl

slabiished- by 501061. Applies the
resalts of evaluation in planning tic-
bropriate learning experlenoes.

Atigra

processes, observation, alai it

analysis. comparison. Plans ts- nave
shildren discover reintionips- when
possible.

Ti o inrrmni Tir normal with pupils.
dhows inderstanding of pupils''

feelinct, tlitudes, strengths, and
seats. lii-regards social forces nt

wore ir. :lassrools. Cdverlooks

=pportui.i.isto to challenge pupils

in e peritiv manner, . .

Poor

IIIMAN REL.ATICINSI II PS

is usually poised, confident, ati.ii
laces positively to pupils. Attend
its vidual.differences:of pupils

we an understanding of ;en-1;u-

dynamics in working .with lasses.

Ph'? LnvirOmment

Appears be unaware of appropriate

physical conditions. Maintains an
Indirrarenfe to housekeeping details,

vet to n':lletln

Has poise and selfc-onfidenco when en
countering teaching
-understanding of the range and Jirfarenees
in individual-development, ability, at-
titude, feelings, and needs or ire Qiii;u-
ron. Gains group confidetwe atc
mutual respect.

Outstdritfsti.7

Canscioue of lighting! ventilation,
and temperature contrl. Give? at-
tention to a neat and attractive
lassto,m. Bulletin boards are
generally well planned slid satisfy-
ing to pupils. Encourages children
to take responsibility In house-
keeping chores,

Encourages pupils to cooperate in main-
taining maximum comfort and ,.ntitions
conducive to optimum learning. Maintains
a pleasant and attractive clausrsom.
Provides opportunities vir lve
bulletin boards with tor enildreo.



Ilivironment

' -rtib at tional needs of pupils.
represses conflict and

nosti.ity. Lacks respect of children
an -assr--m control.

Poor

FILMED FROM BEST AVAILABLE COPY

Has into the causes of con- .ives attention to the causes or pupil
trol problems In the class. Shows behavior for posaible solution. Eacour-
concern for children. Attemts to aged pupils to discuss their concerns
create positive clasoroas atmosphere. with the teacher.

Average detetandang

Deve!.:, -ooperating teacher for
ions. Lacks self-

nm.nsitive to reeponsie
and the clasp=

Belting to make independent decisions Shows originality and independenre
and initiates activities. Partici- planning lemsons and teaching. F.,.01k1.1

pates willingly in setivitioli Shows suggestionsions And opportunit,es tc ILMMUM^
an interest in assuming responsibility. responsibility. Very sensitive

classroom responsibilities.

Aver_

ahr,ut required Cr.ie or Ethiee;- Talks discreet= Werke well with other pt
tiabke 7a.tts in: eetly about iy about pupils, other sitar!' members, Attend. and participates in profession-
pupi.e, ILKff members, and ar.l parents. Attends professional Ai meetings. -Desonetfictee strong
parents. ,.`ten :iniatea Code of - mertinga willingly.' '_ interest in professional growth..
Etr.is.

Peearke

,r Average Ncecon4ing

1,rnelmihs Attirt.

Clethes Heir unkempt.

-up hn of clothes in-

apprepriat.. 'he classroom.

Lacks eody zea.liness.

Schol IL

Indicates iimited background in shows adequate ability and achieve- Feveals A thorough. rich,
_ ed

curricular areas taught.

Usually clothes well kept and ap-
propriate for Ahe classroom. Careru.2
about cleanlineas of nails, hair and
body.

Always Well groomed..

appropriate for the occasio_

Remark'e

Poor

went In subject matter to be taught. g'cund in areas taught.

Average

Health and Vitality

Lethergic. tie physical drive or
enerKy. Abe due to illness.

shake

Paor

Appear' to have Food genes health Very energetic. Excellent health
evident.and energy.

. Average

Self- Evaluation Ability

Onawere of deaknesaes. Satisfied Usually judges own achievement
n eltUatIOn ea it is. -Retreat' correctly and avoids repeating

reality when analyzing self. mistakes.

Evaluates worth realistically. Applies
own high standards in locating and
correcting weaknesses
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APPENDIX B

TABLE 1

Criteria Rank Ordered by Percent Having an
Outstanding Rating on That Criteria*

Criteria Rating on Specific Criteria

standing

Grooming and Attire 82

Professionalism 73

Human Relationshi s

Initiative

tional { nvir`onment 67

Self Evaluation 67

Health and Vitality 65

Planning 63

Objectives 6'

Physical Environment

Scholastic Background 60

Evaluation of Pupils 58

Discussion 57

Teaching Practi 56

CommunicatiOn 52

Average Poor

18

26 1.

31 0

31 1

32

30.5 2.5

34

36

38 0

39

38.5
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TABLE

Cri ria Rank Ordered By. Correlation With Grade

Crier Correll ation

Physical Environment

Initiative

Scholastic Background

Health and Vitality

Plamning

Hunan Relat. nships with Pupils .33

Grooming and Attire

'valuation of Pupils .33

Tezching Practices

Emotional Environment

Objective's /

Discussions

Commiinicat ion

if Evaluation

Professionalism

.43

.43

.40

.38

.37

*N 130

.30

8

.28



TABLE 3

Criteria Rank Ordered by Correlation*
With Recommendation

Cri ia Correlation

Professionalism .48

Human Relationships with Pupils .45

Self Evaluation .45

Emotional Environment .44

Communication .43

Objectives .47

Health and Vitality .41

Evaluation of Pupils .39

Initiative- .39

Physical Environment

Planning

Discussion .37

Teaching 1practices .36

Grooming and Attire .36

Scholastic Background .35

130
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TABLE 4

Criteria Rank Ordered by Cc rrelation*

With SuCcess in Obtaining a Job

Criteria Correlation

Professionalism

Grooming and At

Physical Environment

Teaching Practices

Communication

Scholastic Background

h man Relationships with

initiative

Planning

Emotional Environment

Self Evaluation

Objectives

Evaluation of Pupils

Discussions

Health nn.l Vitality

.20

.03

.05

.05

.12

.12

.15
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TABLE 5

Criteria Rank Ordered by Co -elatio
With Placement

Rank Correlation

Grooming and Attire .21

Human Relationships with Pupils .17

Physical Environment .12

Discussion .07

Health and Vitity .0S

Objectives .04

Planning .00

Professionalism .00

Emotional Environment -.01

Self-Evaluation -.01

Student Evaluation .02

Teaching c.es .13

Background 03

Initiative -.06

Communication -.09

= 130



TABLE 6

Correlation* Between Approach
Student Teaching Success

J.

Grad Jobs Placement Recommendations

Approach

Recommendations

Placement

Jobs

.15

.34

.02

.02

-.05

-.09

-.09

.10

.07

-.04

*N = 130



TARLF 7

Matrix of Eon elations* Between
Criteria and Indicators

of Success

Cri Job Grade Written
Recommendation

Placement

Objectives -.12 .31 .04

Ang -.12 .37 .n0

Communication -.06 .28 .09

Teaching PTA tices -.05 .32 .36 .03

Discussions -.19 .30 .37 .07

Eval qtion of Pupils -.15 .39 .02

Human Relationships
with Pupils -.10 .33 .45 .12

Physical Environmint -.OS .43 .38 .12

Emotional Environme -.h. .44 .01

Initiative -..11 .43 .39 .06

Professionalism -.20 .25 .48 .00

Grooming and Attire -.03 -.,
...) .36 .21

Scholastic Background -.08 .40 .-35 .03

Health and Vitality -.01 .38 .41 .05

Self Evaluatim -.12 .28 .45 .01
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